Morphochemical features of plastic rearrangements of hippocampal neurons after rhythmic stimulation of the limbs in elderly rabbits.
The process of aging is accompanied by significant derangements to brain function, which are expressed particularly as the well-known phenomenon of memory disturbance [4,5]. Since memory functions are based on plastic rearrangements, in which the key role is played by metabolic processes, we elected to study the interactions between nerve cell activity and the state of protein biosynthesis during the formation of temporal associations in animals of different ages [3]. An interferometric method was considered appropriate in this regard as a method for estimating the dry weight of the cytoplasm and nucleus in neurons; this serves as a measure of their protein contents [1,2]. The aim of the present work was to identify the relationship between the process of impressing the assimilation trace of a rhythm during the acquisition of an analog of a conditioned reflex to time in hippocampal neurons and their morphochemical parameters in elderly rabbits.